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Revamp Your Home Decor

Revamping your home décor
does not have to be a major
expense. The process can be
as simple as replacing an old
lamp with a stylish new shade,
purchasing a new plant for a
splash of color or using highend removable wallpaper to
create an accent wall. This
week’s NYC Lifestyle is full of
practical suggestions to help
you retool your interiors.

Framed Moss Art

Modern LED Strip Lighting

Sometimes, there just isn’t enough
natural light within an apartment to
support a living plant. Enter Artisan
Moss. The design studio recently
launched a collection of naturally
preserved, framed moss artwork
that requires zero sunlight and no
water. The artwork ranges from
10-inch hexagons up to 40-inch
statement pieces worthy of an entire
wall.

Believe it or not, LED strip lights
have come a long way, and if applied
correctly, can rescue an apartment
with limited space for lamps. The
best models include motion sensors,
hundreds of different colors and
integration with Alexa and Google
Home. This list from Today.com
highlights some of the industry’s
best LED strip lights from retailers
like Amazon, Best Buy and Lowe’s.

Grow Your Gallery
Fine art or framed photography
doesn’t have to break the bank.
Eyes on Walls is a new virtual gallery
offering hundreds of modern prints,
professional framing and affordable
shipping. The exclusive collection of
works is sourced from independent,
often new artists, meaning that
the print you choose will be highly
unique.

The Best Removable Wallpaper
While wallpaper is an easy go-to for
a pop of personality, most buildings
in New York City restrict installation.
Luckily, there are now a variety of
sophisticated temporary solutions
to transform white walls. New York
Magazine recently published a
list of some of the best temporary
wallpapers according to interior
designers.
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Revamp Your Home Decor
Lighting a Room, Simplified

EQ3 – Canada’s Best Furniture Export

Any interior designer will tell you that lighting
is an essential component in decorating a
room. The right lighting can elevate your mood,
increase productivity in an office setting and
create a relaxing atmosphere. Head over to
The New York Times for a collection of tips and
tricks to find lighting that works best in your
home.

In 2019, EQ3, a Canadian furniture design
company, launched its New York flagship store
in Chelsea. Since then, the brand has emerged
as a top retailer for its high-quality furniture,
modern lighting, upholstery, and at-home office
systems. Their product lines are scalable for
most budgets and just about everything in their
digital catalog is available in-store.

Custom Wall-Art Frames by Framebridge

Try a Full-Length Mirror

If you’re no longer in a college dormitory, it’s
time to ditch the push-pins and properly frame
your artwork. From postcards and Playbills to
band tees and newspapers, Framebridge does
it all. The company offers hundreds of different
frames in custom dimensions, mounting
services and consulting to help you find the
perfect set-up for your beloved artwork. Prices
start as low as $40 and you can either visit the
store in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, or mail-in your
artwork.

A well-crafted, full-length mirror can double
as function and art. Not only do they give you
a head-to-toe reflection, mirrors can also help
make a space appear larger. The editors at My
Domaine recently published a list of the best
full-length mirrors to consider for your home.

